
Effective Participators

Discuss issues of concern to seek 

resolution. Propose practical ways 

forward, breaking tasks down into 

manageable steps.

Al-Ashraf Secondary School for Girls

Aim:       

*Explore what Europeans knew of the world at the beginning of the Tudor age.                              

*Identify the individuals that made up Tudor society and categorise their homes.                          

*Compare todays schools with those in Tudor England.                                                                 

*Examine how and why Tudor entertainment differs from entertainment today.                        

*Explore how the theatre became popular in Tudor times including why Shakespeare is famous                                                                                                                                              

*Investigate how and why our modern daily routine differs from that of people in Tudor Times.

Independent 

Learners

Key processes & 

learning activities 

including written 

product

Inspire curiosity to know more about the past. To discover how Tudors explored 

the word and why they were keen to discover new routes to foreign lands. To be 

able to explain the significance of key explorers. Through the use of historical 

sources discover how Tudor society was structured including the types of 

individuals there where. Look at how schools were set up and compare today. 

Examine how and why Tudor entertainment differs from today.

Written definitions with a focus on spelling accuracy.   Use of comprehension questioning.Working together as a team and in pairs to solve problems enabling the 

opportunity to express their thoughts and feelings in a safe environment. 

Developing an understanding of respect for each other and surroundings using 

routines and clear teacher expectations.                                                                                                     

Develop their capacity for critical and independent thought and discuss their 

beliefs and feelings in response to personal experiences.                                                                                                             

Relate what they have learnt to how we live our lives today and the traditions 

and routines we have with regard to society, schools, entertainment and daily 

routine                                                           Listen and respond appropriately to the 

views of others in a number of the discussion and sharing activities.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 History - Scheme of Work

Pair and group work to pool current knowledge and ideas. Class discussion and 

questioning. Use of questions from text book including an letter writing activity 

as a ships captain, playing Tudor board games, designing a poster to advertise a 

Shakespeare play in 1590's, a Shakespeare quiz and fact finding task. Letter 

writing activity and fact finding task to be teacher assessed.

Assessment Peer / self assessment incorporated into lesson activities. Teacher assessment of  letter 

writing activity and Shakespeare fact finding task.

SMSC (Spiritual, 

moral, social & 

cultural 

development)

SOME pupils 

will

ICT

Other Cross 

Curricular

Literacy

Geography / English Literature / Art / Food Technology

Numeracy: Problem solving, and number work associated with dates.   Tasks with ordering / pairing / 

categorising. Numerical quiz. Board game's

Possibly used for research purposes and viewing of Shakespeare internet clip.

Collaborate and show 

consideration to others. 

Work towards common 

goals.

Astrolabe, native, navigation, sphere, voyage, citizen, class, gentlemen, labourer, 

merchant, pauper, poor law, yeoman, blood sports, cudgels, shin-hacking, strolling player, 

Whitsun, gallery, pit, playwright.

Exercise and text books, worksheets. Information sheets on Tudor food and Pottage.  

Shakespeare mathematics quiz. Shakespeare interesting facts task. Shakespeare video 

clip.

Resources

Vocabulary 

& Concepts

Understand expectations of communication and organisation skills. 

Demonstrate knowledge of some key explorers and their significance; 

describe some of the different roles of the people who lived in Tudor times. 

To relate some of this learning to daily routine and entertainment.

Scheme Title:  Life in Tudor Times Duration: 7 Weeks (Term 5)

In addition: Make links between different previous experiences.  To be able 

to compare and contrast Tudor life to life today. Be able to recall key events 

in Shakespeare life and identify how they affected what he wrote.

In addition: Recognise the value of previous learning in history.  To be able 

to explain why explorers were considered hero's of Tudor society. Be able to 

identify the class groups from looking at source information. To recall some 

facts about Shakespeare life.

Different - 

iation

ALL               

pupils will

MOST  

pupils will 

Identify questions to answer and 

problems to solve. Explore issues, 

events or problems from different 

perspectives.

Year : 8

Independent Learners Creative Thinkers Reflective Learners Self Managers

Organise time and resources, 

prioritising resources. Show 

commitment / perseverance.

Generate ideas and 

explore possibilities. 

Create solutions and 

follow ideas through. 

Identify and invite feedback. Deal 

positively with praise, setbacks 

and criticism to inform future 

progress.

Team Workers


